By varying the wave number over a large interval of values and by keeping the Reynolds number constant, we analyze the phase and group velocity of linear three-dimensional traveling waves in two sheared flows, the plane channel and wake flows. Evidences are given about the possible compresence of dispersive and nondispersive effects which are associated to the long and short ranges of wavelenght, respectively. We solve the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire eigenvalue problem and observe the least stable mode. At low wave numbers, a dispersive behavior amenable to the least stable eigenmodes belonging to the left branch of the eigenvalue spectrum is observed. By rising the wave number, in both flows, we observe a sharp dispersive to nondispersive transition which is located at a nondimensional wave number of the order of the unity. Beyond the transition, the asymptotically dominant mode belongs to the right branch of the spectrum. The Reynolds number was varied in the ranges 20 − 100, 1000 − 8000 for the wake and channel flow, respectively. We also consider the transient behavior of the phase velocity of small three-dimensional traveling waves. Given an arbitrary initial condition, we show that the shape of the transient highly depends on the wavelength value with respect to that of the dispersion/nondispersion transition. Furthermore, we show that the phase velocity can oscillate with a frequency which is equal to the width of the real part of the eigenvalue spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relationship between oscillation frequency and wave vector -which is known as the dispersion relation -is a general relationship that is important in all of wave physics. Simply stated, a dispersion relation is the function ω(k) for an harmonic wave. For the most basic waves, where the speed of propagation c is a constant, the dispersion relation is simply ω(k) = ck. That is, the angular frequency is a linear function of the wave vector. The ratio ω/k is the propagation speed c and it is known as the phase velocity. In this case, the phase speed is independent of k. But this is usually not the case. For example, the propagation of light in a dielectric medium (such as glass) where the index of refraction n = c 0 /c (where c 0 is the speed of light in a vacuum) depends upon the wavelength. Another example of an interesting, nonlinear dispersion relation is found in the wave function that describes a free particle propagating in a given direction with a given momentum.
In the context of temporal linear perturbation dynamics of viscous incompressible flows, the general solution to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation at a fixed Reynolds number yields a dispersion relation between a real wavenumber k and a complex angular frequency ω. Any arbitrary initial disturbance can be decomposed and expressed as a linear combination of eigenfunctions. For bounded flows, the Orr-Sommerfeld spectrum consists of an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues and it is complete [1] , while for unbounded flows, only a finite number of discrete eigenvalues exists and thus a continuum of modes must exist [2, 3] . * Email address for correspondence: daniela.tordella@polito.it
In the long time behavior the least stable mode, i.e. the mode which has the maximum temporal growth rate, prevails. In stability analysis, the focus is usually placed on the range of wavenumbers where the maximum temporal growth rate ω i is positive and in general the information on the relation ω i = ω i (k) are more abundant with respect to the corresponding ω r = ω r (k).
The first purpose of this study is to analyze the relationship between the angular frequency corresponding to the least stable Orr-Sommerfeld mode and the perturbation wavenumber in a wide range of wavenumbers that extends from below to well above the eventual instability range, that is from α ∼ 0 to α = 5. We consider two archetype shear flows, the plane channel and wake flows. The analysis is carried out by setting the Reynolds number at constant values inside the range 1000−8000 for the channel flows and inside the range 20 − 100 for the wake. The aim is to obtain both the phase speed and the group speed and by comparison observe possible variation of the dispersive behavior with the wavenumber.
Doing this, we observed the existence of wavenumber threshold (k d , in the following) that separates the waves which propagate in a dispersive way from the waves that propagate in a non-dispersive way. If a wave-packet is composed by dispersionless waves, it propagates without deformation. If it is centered in k d , the velocity with which the overall shape of the waves' packet amplitudes propagates through space, i.e. the group velocity, can be very high with respect to the phase speed.
Well as being of interest for the study of wave packets, the existence of this dispersive-non dispersive transition can also affect the transient dynamics of the traveling waves. Although both Kelvin [4, 5] and Orr [6, 7] recognized that the early transient contains important information, only in recent decades many contributions have been devoted to the study of the transient dynamics of three-dimensional perturbations in shear flows [8, 9 ]. An example of this possible scenario is represented by the pipe flow. Linear modal analysis assures stability for all the Reynolds numbers [10] , but this result is in contrast with the experimental evidence, since the flow becomes turbulent at sufficiently large Reynolds numbers. The disagreement between the linear modal prediction and laboratory results has motivated several recent works [11] that focus on transient traveling waves and their link to the transition process. In general, it is now considered possible that inside the transient life of traveling waves some important events for the stability of the flow can take place [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In fact, early algebraic growth can show exceptionally large amplitudes long before an exponential mode is able to set in. It is believed that this kind of behavior is able to promote rapid transition to fluid turbulence, a phenomenon known as bypass transition [17] [18] [19] [20] . Transient decay of asymptotically unstable waves is also possible, which makes the situation rich and complex at the same time.
The second purpose in this work is the investigation of the temporal evolution of sheared flow small perturbations, with a particular emphasis on the phase velocity transients. Indeed, the frequency or phase velocity transient has been poorly investigated so far. For instance, in the wake flow, the attention was mainly devoted to the frequency of vortex shedding for the most unstable spatial scales [21] [22] [23] . Only very recently, subcritical wake regimes (up to values 30% below the critical value) of the vortex shedding of transiently amplified perturbations were studied by considering the spatio-temporal evolution of wave packets [24] . The situation is quite different within the context of atmosphere and climate dynamics. Here, the interaction between low-frequency and high-frequency phenomena, which is related to the existence of very different spatial and temporal scales, is believed to be one of the main reasons for planetary-scale instabilities [25, 26] . However, due to the inherent strong nonlinearity, the evolution of single scales cannot be observed in the geophysical systems and thus also these studies usually do not account for the structure of the frequency transient of a single wave. In this work, the transition between the early transient and the asymptotic state is considered in detail. It is observed that this transition can be characterized by a sort of phase velocity jumps inside the perturbation temporal evolution. This implies that the perturbation may experience accelerations or decelerations of his propagation. This behavior depends on the initial condition adopted and on the wavelength of the perturbation, in particular if this is smaller or greater with respect the the wavelength of the dispersive to non-dispersive transition.
The organization of the paper is as follows. To observe the life of a perturbation both an eigenvalue problem and an initial-value problem are formulated, see Section 2 and the Supplementary Material online (SM in the following) [27] . The asymptotic dispersion relation is discussed in FIG. 1 . Basic flows and perturbation scheme. A cartesian reference frame is adopted, with unit vectors e1, e2, e3 in the x, y, z directions, respectively. The base flow profiles are qualitatively represented in pink. The perturbation is represented by the blue and the yellow waves which propagate in the x and z directions, respectively. k = αe1 + γe3 is the wavenumber vector, φ is its angle with respect to the basic flow U = U (y)e1.
Section 3. The phase velocity behavior in the transient is then described in Section 4. In Section 5, a discussion on the existence of the intermediate term and its empirical determination is presented. Conclusion remarks follow in Section 6.
II. PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND FORMULATION
We consider two typical shear base flows, the plane channel flow, an archetype of bounded flows, and the plane bluff-body wake, one of the few free flow archetypes. A Cartesian reference systems is adopted, with origin at the channel mid plane in the first case and at the bluff-body location, for the wake case. The x, y, z axis are oriented in the streamwise, transversal and spanwise directions, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). After introducing arbitrary small perturbations the linearized, viscous and incompressible governing equations in nondimensional form read:
where ( u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t), w(x, y, z, t)) and p(x, y, z, t) are the components of the perturbation velocity and pressure, respectively. The channel half-width h, and the body diameter D are considered as reference external length scales. The reference velocity for the channel flow is the centerline velocity U 0 , while in the wake case the free-stream velocity U f is considered. The reference time is the convective one. Consequently, the flow control parameter is the Reynolds number, defined as Re = U 0 h/ν, for the channel flow, and as Re = U f D/ν for the wake flow, where ν is the kinematic viscosity. The channel base flow is represented by the plane Poiseuille solution
As a wake basic flow, we use the first two order terms of the Navier-Stokes asymptotic solution described in [28] and reported below:
where C 0 = 1 and C 1 = 1.22 + 0.000067Re
In the present work the frozen-flow approximation is made, by considering different fixed streamwise locations x = x 0 from the body, in the intermediate and far field of the wake. The domain is −∞ < x, z < ∞, −1 < y < 1 for the channel flow, and 0 < x < ∞, −∞ < z < ∞, −∞ < y < ∞ for the wake. The momentum equations Eq. (2-4) can be expressed by terms of the velocityvorticity formulation:
Eqs. (7, 8, 9) are solved by means of a combined Fourier-Fourier (channel) and Laplace-Fourier (wake) transform in the plane normal to the basic flow profile. The transformation of a generic variable g(x, y, z, t) reads:
where α and γ are the streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, in the present work only real wavenumbers are considered, even if for the wake flow the formulation allows to take into account spatially evolving waves. The wavenumber modulus is k = α 2 + γ 2 and the wave obliquity angle is φ = tan −1 (γ/α), see Fig. 1 . The governing equations in the wavenumber space are thus formulated:
The continuity equation and the vorticity definition allow to recover the streamwise and spanwise velocity compo-
. The boundary conditions associated to the system Eq. (11) (12) for the channel flow arê
while in the wake case we consider finite-energy harmonic velocity as |y| → ∞, and vanishing vorticity in the freestream, see also [2] and [29] :
About the initial condition, please, refer to section IV. The eigenvalues σ = σ r +iσ i and the eigenfunctions of the eigenproblem associated to the system Eq. (11) (12) are are computed by means of three different methods: a 5 thorder Galerkin method based on Chandrasekhar expansions (see [30] , a finite difference 4 th -order scheme and a hybrid spectral collocation method based on Chebyshev polynomials [8] . A comparison of this techniques and the details of the first method are given in the the SM online [27] .
Two different numerical methods are used to solve the initial value problem: the method of lines, based on finite difference spatial discretization and a Runge-Kutta (2,3) temporal integration scheme, and the 5 th -order Galerkin method based on the Chandrasekhar function expansion cited above. The results obtained by the two approaches present a really good agreement. The computational domain is [−y f , y f ]. For the channel flow y f = 1 while for the wake flow y f is defined so that the numerical solution be insensitive to further extensions of the computational domain size (y f = 20 for short waves and y f up to 100 for long waves).The solution computed by the initial-value formulation at long enough time shows excellent agreement with the asymptotic behavior predicted by the modal analysis.
In order to measure the growth of the perturbations, we define the kinetic energy density as
We then introduce the amplification factor, G, as the kinetic energy density normalized with respect to its initial value, G(t; α, γ) = e(t; α, γ)/e(t = 0; α, γ).
Since the temporal asymptotic behavior of the linear perturbations is exponential, the temporal growth rate r is defined [9] as
The temporal evolution of the kinetic energy is given by the equation:
where the bar indicates the complex-conjugate and ℑ the imaginary part. While the dissipative term is always negative, the convective term has undetermined sign and can be responsible for kinetic energy growth. The frequency of the perturbation ω is defined as the temporal derivative of the unwrapped wave phase θ(y, t; α, γ), at a specific spatial point along the y direction. The wrapped phase,
is a discontinuous function of t defined in [−π, +π], while the unwrapped phase θ is a continuous function obtained by introducing a sequence of 2π shifts on the phase values in correspondence to the periodical discontinuities.
In the case of the wake we use as reference transversal observation point y 0 = 1 or y 0 = 5, and in the case of the channel flow the point y 0 = 0.5. The frequency [29] is thus
The phase velocity is defined as
wherek = cos(φ)e1 + sin(φ)e3 is the unit vector in the direction of k.
III. DISPERSIVE TO NONDISPERSIVE BEHAVIOR IN THE LONG-TIME TERM
In this section we focus on the asymptotic behavior of small pertubation travelling waves for fixed values of the Reynolds number and waveangle and discuss the relation between the frequency of the least stable eigenvalue and the wavenumber. The wavenumber is varied in a wide range 0.2 < k < 20 with a small step δk = 0.005. In so doing we highlight a transition from dispersive to nondispersive behavior. This transition is also useful to understand the temporal evolution of a general arbitrary initial perturbations which is the object of the following sections. The results here presentes, see Tables I and II and Fig. 2 , have been compared with literature data obtained by means of different methods of investigation, in particular laboratory, modal and Initial Value Problem analysis. Least stable eigenvalue frequencies are deduced from the computation of the eigenvalue spectra at constant wavenumber, waveangle and Reynolds number. One can see that the agreement between laboratory data and our analysis is very good. In particular, as regard to the channel flow we observe a good agreement with the works of Nishioka et al. [31] , Asai and Floryan [33] and Ito [32] (see panel (a) of Fig. 2 ). As regard to the wake flow, it should be observed that data are focused on the value of the shedding frequency. Or references include the data of Paranthöen et al. [22] , Barkley [34] , Giannetti and Luchini [35] , Nishioka and Sato [36] , Norberg [37] , Pier [38] , Roshko [39] and Williamson [21] . The agreement is good also in this case. Indeed the relative error with respect to the measurements by Williamson is about the 3.3%. It should be considered that wake data in the literature usually give information on the frequency at which vortex shedding takes place and no information about the wavenumber of the shedding is provided. To compare the results, we decided then to associate to the frequency values reported in literature the average of the two wavenumber measurement available, that is the one by Williamson [21] and the one by Paranthöen [22] .
In both flow cases we observe the existence of a threshold wavenumber that we indicate with k d where a step variation of the phase velocity occurs. For k > k d the phase velocity is approximately constant and is nearly equal to the group velocity, a fact which highlights a non-dispersive behavior. For k < k d instead, c depends on k in a different way from the group velocity and the behavior is dispersionful. In other word, this value k d separates the dispersive region in the c − k map from the non-dispersive one, see also Fig. 2(a,b) where the phase velocity is compared with the group velocity, v g = dω/dk.
The presence of a transition between dispersive and non-dispersive behavior is related to the fact that for longer waves the least-stable Orr-Sommerfeld eigenvalue belongs to the left branch of the eigenvalues spectrum, while for shorter waves it belongs to the right branch.
The threshold k d is a function of the Reynolds number and the wave angle but for the wake flow -which is a weakly streamwise evolving flow -it is also a function of the streamwise station x 0 . In particular, for the channel flow, values of k d have been computed in the range Re ∈ [1000, 8000]and φ ∈ [0, π/3]and are reported in the Table  I . We observe that k d increases as Re and decreases as the wave angle. The k d − Re trend is reversed in the wake case, see Table II for Re ∈ [20, 100] . In this table the dependence on the flow station x 0 is shown, x 0 = [10, 20, 50] .
A question naturally arises: why for wavenumber larger than a given k does the system becomes dispersionless? By considering the kinetic energy equation for [22] , Barkley [34] , Giannetti and Luchini [35] , Nishioka and Sato [36] , Norberg [37] , Pier [38] , Roshko [39] . (c-f) Convective and dissipative energy variation terms as defined in eq. 22 as a function of the wavenumber, for the two least-stable eigenmodes of the left and right branch of the spectrum. Blue lines represent the least-stable solution. The evolution of small wave packets in three different regimes (dispersive, nondispersive, highly dispersive) for the channel case are shown in the movies in the SM online [27] .
two-dimensional perturbations,
we compared the convective and the dissipative terms for the least stable mode on the left and right branches respectively, see Fig. 2 (c,d,e,f). For simplicity, we have considered only symmetric modes but it can be shown that the results do not change when considering antisymmetric modes. In Fig. 2 , C1 and D1 indicate, for the least stable mode, the contribution to the normalized kinetic energy temporal rate of change of the convective and viscous terms of equation (22), respectively. While C2 and D2 indicate the contribution corresponding to the second last least stable mode which for k > k d belongs to the P-family of the temporal eigenvalues spectrum for the Poiseuille flow, and to the continuous branch for the eigenvalue spectrum of the wake flow. It can be observed that by means of a interchange of modes which takes place at k = k d the flow system, beyond k = k d , settles to the mode that minimize the normalized kinetic energy loss In synthesis, beyond k d , travelling waves are stable and nondispersive and the rate of kinetic energy loss associated to the convective effects is independent (wake case) or very mildly dependent (channel case) from the wavenumber. Cases of mode interaction for shear or stratified flows with complex dispersion relationship have been reported and analysed by many authors (see, for instance, [3, 40] for the Poiseuille pipe flow and and [41] for the stratified Couette flow). For a review, see [42] , sections 2.2 and 2.6. It should be noted that the mode exchange that we observe here for the plane channel flow went mostly unnoticed up to now. In fact, we were able to only find a short reference inside Fig 3. 8b in [8] , page 71. Possibly, because it takes place in the very stable region above the neutral curve of the k-Re plane, that is, a region not of great interest when the focus is put on instability. Though these results are valid for the perturbation asymptotic state of the perturbations, as will be shown in the next sections, they help to understand the perturbations transient behaviour.
IV. PHASE VELOCITY TRANSIENT DYNAMICS
Many studies on shear flows, e.g. [12, 15] , have shown the importance of the early time dynamics, that in principle can lead to transient growth long before the asymptotic exponential mode is dominant. Transient dynamics offers a variety of different behavior and phenomena which are not easy to predict a priori. In literature transient dynamics is generally analyzed in terms of amplification factor while lesser attention has been paid to the phase speed transient. One of the aims of this paper is instead the analysis of the perturbation transient in terms of phase speed and the understanding of how many time scales this part of the perturbation dynamics involves.
In the context of our formulation, in order to specify how the system evolves with time, proper initial conditions onv andω y have to be associated to the system of and it can be demonstrated that the eventual introduction of an initial transversal vorticity does not actually affect the perturbation temporal evolution, see Ref. [29] . For this reason, the initial vorticityω y (0, y) is set to zero for all the simulations here considered. On the basis of the transient exploration carried out in this study, two are the geometric attributes of the initial perturbation that can specify in a simple way its shape. The first is the symmetry/antisymmetry with respect to that of the base flow. The second is the geometrical positioning inside the base flow of the perturbation part where the momentum is quickly varying. For a fixed wavenumber and Reynolds number, the combination of these two attributes produces a different level of excitation of the least stable subset of eigenvalues. In particular, for the base flows here considered, the excited least stable eigenvalues can belong to both the left and the right branches of the spectrum, see panels (d,h) in Fig.  4 . After a very first stage where the contribution from the most stable part of the eigenvalue spectrum disappears very quickly, and since the growth/decay rates in the subset of the least stable eigenvalues can be vey close, a second stage may set in where a sort of intermediate asymptotics lasting hundreds or more time scales intervenes. This intermediate asymptotics is then followed by a final asymptote where the phase velocity takes the value corresponding to the last symmetric (antisymmetric) eigenvalue, depending on the parity of the initial condition, see Fig. 4(d,h) .
The exact expressions of the initial conditions we use are given in Table III and they are shown for both base flows in Fig. 3 . In synthesis, we considered four different initial conditions for both the plane wake and channel flow. For the wake flow they will be named SI,AI,SO,AO (S=symmetric, A=antisymmetric, I=inside-wake, O=out-of-wake, see bottom panels of Fig.  3 ). For the channel, which is bounded, we name them as SC,AC,SW,AW (C=central, W=wall, see top panels of Fig. 3 ). We recall that the for the channel base flow the high shear region is located near the wall while for the wake flow it is located in the central region of the open domain that computationally is typically from 20 to 50, times larger than the base flow.
An overview of possible transients is presented in Fig.  4 where the evolution of three-dimensional perturbations TABLE III. Base flow and initial conditions imposed on the velocity,v0 =v(0, y). For the channel flow they are referred as SC/AC: symmetric/ antisymmetric and central. SW/AW: symmetric/antisymmetric and wall-located (the initial condition has large variations close to the channel walls). For the wake flow, SI/AI: symmetric/antisymmetric and inside-wake. SO/AO: symmetric/antisymmetric and out-of-wake (see Fig.  3 ). 
is in terms of amplification factor G, phase velocity c, and temporal growth rate r. The transient of perturbations with initial conditions as in Table III are shown for both base flows and for k < k d . The results obtained by the IVP are compared with the eigenvalue spectra given by the modal analysis. Trends for small wave numbers are shown here, as they could be more easily observable in the laboratory. However in Fig. 9 we summarize in a general scheme also the transient behavior we observed for disturbances with wavenumbers larger than k d . For the two kind of shear flows, the amplification factors and the temporal growth rates are reported in panels (b,c,f,g).
For the wake flow, we can observe that with an initial condition of the kind SI -symmetric and localized inside the base flow shear region -and AO -antisymmetric external to the base flow shear region -the asymptotic exponential behavior predicted by the modal analysis is reached after few temporal scales. On the contrary, with the other kind of initial conditions -SO and AI -the transients can last up to many hundreds of time units. In these cases quite far along within the transient the phase velocity abruptly changes its value, see panels (e). For the wake case, symmetric initial perturbations external to the base flow shear region (SO) slow down the phase speed, i.e the phase velocity decreases beyond the jump. Antisymmetric initial conditions localized inside the base flow shear region (AI) instead experience acceleration. The same kind of behavior is observed in the case of the channel flow, but here the role of the initial conditions is reversed. In fact, SW and AC reach the asymptotic exponential behavior after few time scales, while SC and AW have a long transient characterized by the presence of phase velocity jumps (see Fig. 4(a) ). Also in this case the phase velocity of the symmetric perturbation jumps to a smaller value while in the antisymmetric case it shifts to an higher value. The different behavior of the two base flows can be traced back to the structure of the eigenvalue spectra and the associated eigenmodes. Indeed, it is known that for the channel flow the eigensolutions of the left branch (A-branch) are wall-modes while those of the right branch (P-branch) are central modes.
The opposite applies for the wake flow, whose spectra are made of a discrete set (left branch) of inside-wake modes, and a continuous branch of out-of-wake modes. As for the channel case, both branches may contain symmetrical and antisymmetric eigenfunctions, see panels (d,h) of Fig. 4 . As already reported in [29] , besides the two temporal scales associated to the value of the phase velocity before and after the jumps, we observe a further periodicity, T c , related to the temporal modulation of the phase velocity during the early and intermediate terms, see Fig. 4(b,f) . In this study we tried to relate this periodicity with the structure of the eigenvalue spectrum and werified that it is inversely proportional to the width of the range of frequencies given by the modal theory,
The system presents other two temporal scales: the external scale related to the base flow and the length of the transient (which can be determined by observing the time instant beyond which the growth rate, r, and the angular frequency, ω, are both constant). Therefore, for a given wavenumber in the phase speed transients it is possible to observe five different time scales. Fig.4 shows that symmetric and antisymmetric perturbations do not have the same asymptotic behavior. More precisely symmetric perturbations are always less stable or equally stable than the antisymmetric ones. This means that if we consider mixed initial conditions, the symmetrical component will always prevail. Of course, in laboratory experiments, one cannot assume the precise symmetry because residual disturbance cannot be completely suppressed. As a consequence the phase velocity that can be eventually observed is the one given by the symmetric part of the initial condition. In an attempt to reproduce what might happen in the laboratory, we can build up a mixed initial condition with prevailing antisymmetric component, by adding to the AI and the AO conditions a small noise which models the presence of a small symmetric part. The evolution of such a disturbance is shown in Fig. 5 : after an early transient, the phase velocity experiences a jump (as it happens for AI and AO) and then the solution keeps the antisymmetric shape until the symmetric part becomes dominant. The asymptote is eventually reached (t < 2900) and is announced by a second frequency jump. In this case the asymptotic solution is a symmetric growing mode.
V. NEAR-SIMILARITY OF VELOCITY PERTURBATIONS
The observations of frequency jumps yield an interesting result: the perturbation temporal evolution have a three-part structure, with an early stage, an intermediate stage and an asymptotic stage. This multi stage structure and the nature of the phase velocity jumps discussed in the previous section can be better highlighted by con- sidering the temporal evolution of the velocity modulus |v| normalized to its instantaneous ∞-norm, see Figs. 6 and 7.
The early transient is the stage where the perturbation is most affected by the fine details of the initial condition and represents a period of adjustment. During the intermediate stage the perturbation evolves almost exponentially: the phase velocity takes the final constant value, the transverse velocity profiles maintain a near self-similar nature in time and the growth factor changes very slowly. This stage appears as a kind of intermediate asymptotics and can be in general considered extinguished only when both the frequency and the temporal growth rate become constant so that the asymptotic regime is reached. This transient structure is common to all perturbations. In the case in which the frequency transient presents one or more jumps, the beginning of the intermediate asymptotics can be envisaged where the near-selfsimilar features first appear. In particular, this first appareance can be observed when the initial conditions leads to two phase velocity jumps and in between these jumps the phase speed keeps a constant value for many (possibly, up to hundreds or thousands) time scales. See Figs. 6 and 7 and the qualita-tive schematic shown in Fig. 9 where the different kinds of phase speed transients that we observed in this work are resumed. It should be noted that the establishment of self-similarity requires a constant wave propagation speed.
In Figures 6 and 7 , we present the cases of Re = 100, x 0 = 50, k = 0.7, φ = π/6 with SO and AI initial conditions for the wake flow and of Re = 6000, k = 1, φ = π/4 with SC and AW initial condition for the channel flow. In the wake case the similarity is showed by normalizing the solution by the peak value of the profiles (the ∞ -norm) and by normalizing the lateral coordinate by the instantaneous width of the perturbation profile (the distance from the axis where |v|/ v ∞ = 0.01). In the channel case, since the lateral diffusion is blocked by the walls, to highlight the similarity, it was sufficient to normalize the solution by the profile peak value.
In the reported cases, the wake perturbation width scales in time as t p , with p ≈ 0.42. The general trend for p is shown in Fig. 8 . One can observe that the exponent decreases as the Reynolds number and increases as the wave obliquity and the polar wavenumber. For very low values of the Reynolds number, when the inertial effects become very little, the exponent is expected to take the value 0.5. Note that Re ≈ 20 is the smallest reliable value for which the wake flow can be represented in terms of a matched asymptotic expansion solution valid in both the spatial intermediate and far field, see Ref. [28] for major details on the wake base flow computation. The dependence on the obliquity angle is weak at low angles, while the diffusive scaling t 0.5 occurs for perturbations orthogonal to the base flow (φ = π/2) since in this case the convective transport does not matter, see Eqs.11-12. Moreover, as expected, we observe that short waves present a more diffusive behavior than long ones, see the panel (b) in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 shows a qualitative scheme of the phase velocity transient type, for different combinations of wavenumber -type of initial condition. The diagram distinguishes the cases where the perturbation is accelerated or decelerated after the jump. For instance, for the wake, in the case of expanding perturbation along the y direction, as shown in Fig.  7 b, the change in the perturbation shape occurs when the phase speed starts to shift to the value specific of the least stable eigenvalue. Other examples of acceleration/retardation of the wave propagation can be find in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 . It is also noteworthy that the time interval where the frequency/phase velocity jumps are observed is rather distant from the evolution beginning and for this reason could be observed in the laboratory. For instance in the case of the wake flow, Re = 100 and AI type of initial condition (see panel e in Fig. 4) , if we consider a cylinder with D = 2 cm, the jump arrives after nearly 4 minutes if the fluid is air, and after nearly 50 minutes if the fluid considered is water. In the case of the channel flow, Re = 6000 and SC type of initial condition (see panel a in Fig. 4) , if we consider a channel with h = 15 cm, the jump arrives after nearly 25 sec if the fluid is air, and after nearly 6 minutes if the fluid considered is water.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We observed the existence of a threshold k = k d that splits the wavenumber range where waves asymptotically show a dispersive behavior, that is k < k d , from the range where waves are dispersiveless, that is k < k d . The asymptotic velocity perturbation for k < k d shows high derivatives in correspondence to the high shear base flow region. On the other hand, for k > k d the asymptotic perturbed velocity field has high derivatives in correspondence to the base flow regions where the shear is small.
The transition between dispersive and non-dispersive behavior is related to the fact that for k < k d the least-stable Orr-Sommerfeld eigenvalue belongs to the left branch of the eigenvalues spectrum, while for k > k d it belongs to the right branch. We considered the temporal kinetic energy evolution in the wavenumber space and distinguished the rate of change of kinetic energy due to viscous effects from the one due to the convection effects. We computed this rate both for the least stable mode of the left branch and for the least stable mode of the right branch in the eigenvalue spectra at different k. It is observed that in the wavenumber space the kinetic energy shows an exchange of mode at k = k d . The kinetic energy in fact follows that of the least stable mode on the left branch of the spectrum for k < k d , and for k ≥ k d it follows that of the least stable mode which now belongs to the right branch of the spectrum.
The transition in the dispersion relation helps to ex- plain also some features of the transient dynamics. Indeed, initial conditions with a wave number higher or lower than k d have different transients. The possible types of phase velocity transients that we observed in this study can be classified into four categories:
1. short transients where the phase velocity reaches smoothly its asymptotic value (no jumps)
2. long transients where the phase velocity jumps to a higher value and the wave propagation is accelerated 3. long transient where the phase velocity jumps to a lower value and the wave propagation is decelerated 4. long transients where more than one jump occurs during the phase velocity transient.
When occur, the jumps are in general accompanied by a modulation of the phase velocity which is observed both before and after the time instant where the jump take place. This modulation show a temporal periodicity that is highly correlated with the width of the range spectral frequencies given by the modal theory.
Of course the type of transient resulting depends also on the imposed initial condition. For sheared flow with symmetric basic flow profiles, U (y) = U (−y), the initial conditions can be classified into four types according to their symmetry and to the centrality or laterality of the regions where the initial condition takes its largest variation.
The observation of phase velocity transients leads to identify a three distinct stages in the time evolution of the perturbations. There always is a first part, the early transient, which is heavily dependent on the initial condition, a second much longer part, the intermediate transient, which appears as a kind of intermediate asymptotics and a third part, the asymptotic state that is reached when both the phase velocity and the growth rate take their final constant values. Inside the intermediate transient the perturbation evolves almost exponentially: the phase velocity takes the final constant value, the transverse velocity profiles maintain a near self-similar nature in time and the growth factor changes very slowly. In the wake flow, which is a system slowly evolving in space, our simulations allowed to obtain the temporal scaling for the thickness of perturbation profiles with exponents changing not only in function of the Reynolds number, but also with the wavelength and orientation of the perturbation. In case of purely symmetric or antisymmetric initial condition, the beginning of the intermediate transient is marked by the phase velocity jumps, if there are any. In case of noisy initial condition, that is in case of antysimmetric dominant but noisy initial conditions, the transients show two phase speed jumps. The near self similarity begins beyond the first jump where the propagation accelerates.
